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Re: Welcome Back! 

  

In the middle of a benefit for some people I care very much for,I was asked to start recording so I 

obliged. Lots of musicians from local bands getting up to play and talk about how much they cared. The 

only fix for this solo bug on MY system is a engine reset which stops SAW also. A lot of great moments 

lost. I've been on the road all summer and just getting back to my SAC rig. Last spring this bug was 

fixed in about an hour although all traces seemed to have been wiped from the site as if nothing ever 

happened. I can remember bug fixes coming out within an hours of a new release when there was a 

problem. 

What happened. 

I've got a bunch of shows coming up I need a dedicated Mon engineer. 

So is it going to be either or, recording or a monitor engineer this winter ? 

BrianR 09-20-2012 11:45 PM

Re: Welcome Back! 

  

Quote: 

I think you can shift your perspective too. Joe's question seemed quite respectful though stating how 

it's continuing to impact him in his regular work, highlighting the urgency of his query. Seemingly no 

hate intended, just a "Hey, I could really use that bug fix out here." 

gdougherty 09-21-2012 12:22 AM

Originally Posted by mojogil (Post 186000)  

Joe, you need to kick back, have a beverage (not Hatorade) and smell the roses. You are a truly 

talented and brilliant guy whom I respect. No need for the negative approach all the time. 

Re: Welcome Back! 

  

Quote: 

JLepore 09-21-2012 11:29 AM

Originally Posted by mojogil (Post 186000)  

Joe, you need to kick back, have a beverage (not Hatorade) and smell the roses. You are a truly 

talented and brilliant guy whom I respect. No need for the negative approach all the time. 



 

 

Dude, it didn't destroy your show --- and you mix on the same system. 

 

That show was practically a whos-who A list of twin cities talent, playing in every possible combination - 

something that will never happen again, and it was lost because of a stupid bug that was supposedly 

fixed MONTHS ago. You KNOW how seriously I take my work. 

Re: Welcome Back! 

  

How serious do you take your work Joe... why in the heck would you continue to use a system that 

would appear to crash and burn everytime you use it, over and over... why would you not use another 

console until the bugs were ironed out... especially on a most important one time gig... 

 

Not sure I understand the logic... other than it gives you one more chance to blame me and my work in 

public. 

 

Sheesh.... "This mic cable has an intermitten connection... how about we use it on the lead vocal 

mic." :confused: 

 

For heavens sake... stop using the system... enough already... either wait to see if the update fixes 

things, or look a little further into why you seem to be having so darn much trouble when thousands of 

other shows are happening every day and night around the world with no such issues. 

 

Whatever bugs there are in the code is not stopping every other engineer dead in his tracks... if you 

insist on using a system that continually gives you trouble, learn what the problems are and Don't Do 

That until they get fixed. 

 

Bob L 

Bob L 09-21-2012 01:05 PM

Re: Welcome Back! 

  

Quote: 

JLepore 09-21-2012 01:30 PM

Originally Posted by Bob L (Post 186027)  

How serious do you take your work Joe... why in the heck would you continue to use a system 

that would appear to crash and burn everytime you use it, over and over... why would you not 

use another console until the bugs were ironed out... especially on a most important one time 

gig... 

 

Not sure I understand the logic... other than it gives you one more chance to blame me and my 

work in public. 

 

Sheesh.... "This mic cable has an intermitten connection... how about we use it on the lead 

vocal mic." :confused: 

 

For heavens sake... stop using the system... enough already... either wait to see if the update 

fixes things, or look a little further into why you seem to be having so darn much trouble when 

thousands of other shows are happening every day and night around the world with no such 

issues. 

 

Whatever bugs there are in the code is not stopping every other engineer dead in his tracks... if 
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Brian, 

 

I think this is directed at you. 

 

Why did you choose to use this known defective system to mix a show in your club? 

 

Bob is clearly saying that by using this as a monitor desk I am using a feature that I shouldn't (guess 

those 24 monitor consoles are for show). 

 

Funny thing is I remember a post a few months ago admiting the problem and declaring it fixed, but I 

should "look a little further into why you seem to be having so darn much trouble" 

 

Bob, 

 

Does it make you feel good to constantly blame me for faults in your software? Did I somehow use it in 

a way it was not designed to be used? It is my fault that you claim you fixed something months ago 

that has repeatedly prevented me from doing my job properly? 

 

Have you stopped selling this product and suggest others "use another console until the bugs were 

ironed out"? 

you insist on using a system that continually gives you trouble, learn what the problems are and 

Don't Do That until they get fixed. 

 

Bob L 

All times are GMT -5. The time now is 01:31 PM.
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